1. Match:

- cooker:          tenedor
- towel:           plato
- carpet:          cocina
- microwave:       cacerola
- tap:             sillon
- plate:           toalla
- dresser:         mesita de noche
- fork:            vestidor
- soap:            jabon
- bedside table:   grifo
- armchair:        microondas
- saucepan:        alfombra

2. Complete with a preposition:
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a) The alarm clock is ___________ the bedside table.
b) The duvet cover is ______ the pillow.
c) The toys are ________ the toy box.
d) The carpet is _________ the toy box.

3. Complete with a or an:
   __ sandwich
   __ poster
   __ alarm clock
   __ spoon
   __ apple
   __ orange

4. Some or any?
a) Are there _____ bananas in the fridge?
b) There is _____ orange juice on the table.
c) There isn’t _____ water in the glass.
d) There are _____ magazines in the magazine rack.

5. Complete with there is or there are in the affirmative, negative or question form.
a) __________ some books on the book - shelves.
b) __________ a hairdryer in the bathroom?
c) __________ any magazines on the bedside table.
d) __________ a plate on the table.
ANSWER KEY

1. Match

- cooker: cocina
- towel: toalla
- carpet: alfombra
- microwave: microondas
- tap: grifo
- plate: plato
- dresser: vestidor
- fork: tenedor
- soap: jabón
- bedside table: mesita de noche
- armchair: sillón
- saucepan: cacerola

2. Complete with a preposition.

e) The alarm clock is on the bedside table.

f) The duvet cover is under the pillow.

g) The toys are in the toy box.

h) The carpet is next to the toy box.
3. Complete with *a* or *an*:

- a sandwich
- a poster
- an alarm clock
- a spoon
- an apple
- an orange

4. Some or any?

e) Are there any bananas in the fridge?

f) There is some orange juice on the table.

g) There isn’t any water in the glass.

h) There are some magazines in the magazine rack.

5. Complete with *there is* or *there are* in the affirmative, negative or question form.

e) There are some books on the book - shelves.

f) Is there a hairdryer in the bathroom?

g) There aren’t any magazines on the bedside table.

h) There is a plate on the table.